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Introduction

Introduction

I Molecular magnetism is usually studied perturbatively

I such an approach is highly successful and widely used in quantum chemistry
I for example: 200 MHz NMR spectra of vinyllithium
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I We have undertaken a nonperturbative study of molecular magnetism

I gives new insight into molecular electronic structure
I provides direct route to many molecular magnetic properties
I describes atoms and molecules observed in astrophysics
I it is a stress test for quantum chemistry in a different environment

I Literature
I ‘Matter in Strong Magnetic Fields‘, D. Lai, Rev. Mod. Phys. 73, 629 (2001)
I ‘Atoms and Molecules in Strong External Fields’, P. Schmelcher and W. Schweizer, eds., (Kluwer, 2002)
I ‘Perspective: Coupled cluster theory for atoms and molecules in strong magnetic fields’, S. Stopkowicz, Int. J. Quantum Chem. (2017)
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Background

Electronic Hamiltonian

I The one-electron Hamiltonian in the absence of a magnetic field (a.u.):

H0 = 1
2
p2 + V, p = −i∇

I In a magnetic field B = ∇×A, the kinetic-energy operator is modified and spin added:

H = 1
2

(p + A) · (p + A) + B · S + V

I For a uniform magnetic field in the z direction, expansion of the kinetic energy gives

H = H0 + 1
2
BLz +Bsz + 1

8
B2(x2 + y2)

I The linear paramagnetic Zeeman terms are easily understood:

I the magnetic moments associated with Lz and sz interact with B

I The quadratic diamagnetic term may be understood in the following manner:

1 the field B induces a precession of the electrons with Larmor frequency B/4π
2 this precession generates an induced magnetic moment proportional to the field

charge × frequency × area = − B

4π
π(x2 + y2)

3 this induced magnetic moment interacts with B, raising the energy quadratically
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Background

Three field regimes

I One atomic unit of magnetic field strength B corresponds to

B0 = 2.35× 105 T

I From a consideration of the electronic Hamiltonian

H = H0 + 1
2
BLz +Bsz + 1

8
B2(x2 + y2),

we may then distinguish three field regimes:

1 Coulomb regime: B � B0

I earth magnetism 10−10, NMR 10−4; pulsed fields 10−2

I Coulomb interactions dominate
I familiar chemistry of spherical atoms

2 Intermediate regime: B ≈ B0

I magnetic white dwarfs of field strength 0.1–1.0B0
I Coulomb and magnetic interactions compete
I exotic chemistry of small, ellipsoidal atoms

3 Landau regime: B � B0

I neutron stars: 103–104B0
I magnetic interactions dominate
I alien chemistry of tiny, needle-like atoms
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Background

Magnetic field strengths on Earth

I Typical field strengths:
I human brain: 1 pT = 4.3 · 10−18B0
I Earth magnetic field: 60µT = 255 · 10−12B0
I refrigerator magnet: 4 mT = 17 · 10−9B0
I NMR apparatus: 12 T = 51 · 10−6B0

I Strongest laboratory fields:
I continuous-operation: 45 T = 0.2 · 10−3B0 (NHMFL, Tallahassee)
I pulsed nondestructive: 101 T = 0.4 · 10−3B0 (NHMFL, Los Alamos)
I pulsed destructive: 2,800 T = 12 · 10−3B0 (Russian Federal Nuclear Centre, Sarov)
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Background

Magnetic field strengths in the Universe
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Quantum chemistry in a magnetic field

Complex, gauge-dependent electronic wave function

I Standard quantum-chemistry codes cannot be used for molecules in a magnetic field

I these assume real wave functions

I The non-relativistic electronic Hamiltonian in a magnetic field along the z axis:

H = H0 + 1
2
BLz +Bsz + 1

8
B2
[
(x−Ox)2 + (y −Oy)2

]
I The orbital-angular momentum operator is imaginary and gauge-origin dependent

L = −i (r−O)×∇, AO = 1
2
B× (r−O)

I we must optimize a complex wave function and also ensure gauge-origin invariance

I Gauge-origin invariance is imposed by using London atomic orbitals (LAOs)

ωlm(rK ,B) = exp
[
1
2

iB× (O−K) · r
]
χlm(rK) ← special integral code needed

I London atomic orbitals require a generalized integral code

Fn(z) =

∫ 1

0
exp(−zt2)t2n dt ← complex argument z

I Tellgren, Soncini, and Helgaker, JCP 129, 154114 (2008)
I Irons, Zemen, and Teale, JCTC 13, 2598 (2017)
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Quantum chemistry in a magnetic field

Effect of gauge transformations

I Consider H2 along the z axis in a uniform magnetic field in the y direction

I the RHF wave function with gauge origin at O = (0, 0, 0) (left) and G = (100, 0, 0) (right)
I the (dashed) density remains the same but the (complex) wave function changes

London orbitals: do we need them?

Example: H2 molecule, on the x-axis, in the field B = 1
10 ẑ.

A = 1
20 ẑ ⇥ r �! A0 = A + r(�A(G) · r)

 = RHF/aug-cc-pVQZ �!  0 = e�iA(G)·r 
(10)

Gauge-origin moved from 0 to G = 100ŷ.
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Erik Tellgren Ab initio finite magnetic field calculations using London orbitals
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Quantum chemistry in a magnetic field

Importance of London orbitals

I London orbitals are absolutely necessary to ensure proper chemistry (e.g., dissociation)

I FCI/un-aug-cc-pVTZ dissociation of H2 in a perpendicular field
I with London orbitals (full lines) and without London orbitals (dashed lines)
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Quantum chemistry in a magnetic field

Electronic structure in a magnetic field

I Electronic states evolve in a complicated manner in a magnetic field

I Helium atom in 1S(1s2), 3S(1s2s), 3P(1s2p) and 1P(1s2p) states
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Para- and diamagnetism

Para- and diamagnetism
I The Hamiltonian contains paramagnetic terms and diamagnetic terms:

H = H0 +Bsz + 1
2
BLz + 1

8
B2
(
x2 + y2

)
I Important consequences of the paramagnetic Zeeman terms:

I they reduce symmetry and split energy levels
I they raise or lower the energy, depending on orientation

1s

1sα

1sβ

2p 2p0

2p-1

2p+1

I Important consequences of the diamagnetic term:

1 it raises the energy of all systems

2 it squeezes all systems

I ground-state helium atom

I transversal size ∝ 1/
√
B

I longitudinal size ∝ 1/ logB

I Both terms favour systems of high angular momentum
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Para- and diamagnetism

Quadratic Zeeman effect

I For open-shell atoms, we observe the quadratic Zeeman effect

I initial energy lowering by Zeeman terms counteracted by the diamagnetic term

H = H0 +Bsz + 1
2
BLz + 1

8
B2
(
x2 + y2

)
I Lowest states of the fluorine atom (left) and sodium atom (right) in a magnetic field

I CCSD(T) calculations in uncontracted aug-cc-pCVQZ basis (atomic units)
I Stopkowicz, Gauss, Lange, Tellgren, and Helgaker, JCP 143, 074110 (2015)
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Para- and diamagnetism

Closed-shell diamagnetism

I In a closed-shell system, ground-state energy should increase diamagnetically:

〈0|H|0〉 = 〈0|H0|0〉+ 1
8
B2〈0|x2 + y2|0〉, 〈0|Lz |0〉 = 〈0|Sz |0〉 = 0

I Energy of benzene in a perpendicular magnetic field (atomic units):

linear magnetizability are in fact positive and large enough to
make even the average magnetizability positive !paramag-
netic". It is therefore interesting to verify via our finite-field
London-orbital approach whether this very small system is
indeed characterized by a particularly large nonlinear mag-
netic response. The geometry used for the calculations is that
optimized at the multiconfigurational SCF level in Ref. 51,
corresponding to a bond length of rBH=1.2352 Å.

For the parallel components of the magnetizability and
hypermagnetizability, we are able to obtain robust estimates
using the fitting described above, leading to the values !# =
!2.51 a.u. and X# =35.25 a.u., respectively, from aug-cc-
pVTZ calculations. The same values are obtained both with
London orbitals and any common-origin calculation that em-
ploys a gauge origin on the line passing through the B and H
atoms since in this case, due to the cylindrical symmetry, the
London orbitals make no difference.

For the perpendicular components, the estimates of the
hypermagnetizability we obtain using the above mentioned
fitting procedure are not robust, varying with the number of
data points included in the least-squares fitting and the de-
gree of the polynomial. Using 41 uniformly spaced field val-
ues in the range !0.1–0.1 a.u. and a fitting polynomial of
order 16, we arrive at reasonably converged values of !!

=7.1 a.u. and X!=!8"103 a.u. for the magnetizability and
hypermagnetizability, respectively, at the aug-cc-pVTZ level.
In Fig. 1!c", we report a plot of the aug-cc-pVTZ energy as
function of field !triangles". For comparison, we report in
Fig. 1!a" the corresponding benzene plot. As the linear re-
sponse for BH is paramagnetic, the curvature of the magnetic
field energy dependence is clearly reversed. More impor-
tantly, whereas it is evident from Fig. 1!a" that the curve for
benzene is to a very good approximation parabolic so that
the nonlinearities arise from small corrections that are not

a)
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FIG. 1. Energy as a function of the magnetic field for different systems. Triangles represent results from finite-field calculations and solid lines are quartic
fitting polynomials. !a" Benzene !with the aug-cc-pVDZ basis" illustrates the typical case of diamagnetic quadratic dependence in response to an out-of-plane
field. !b" Cyclobutadiene !aug-cc-pVDZ" deviates from the typical case by exhibiting a nonquadratic dependence on an out-of-plane field. !c" Boron
monohydride !aug-cc-pVTZ" is an interesting case of positive magnetizability for a perpendicular field, exhibiting nonquadratic behavior. !d" Boronmono-
hydride !aug-cc-pVTZ" in a larger range of perpendicular fields, exhibiting a clearly nonperturbative behavior.

154114-8 Tellgren, Soncini, and Helgaker J. Chem. Phys. 129, 154114 !2008"

Downloaded 28 Oct 2008 to 129.240.80.34. Redistribution subject to AIP license or copyright; see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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Para- and diamagnetism

Closed-shell paramagnetism

I Nevertheless, closed-shell paramagnetic molecules such as C20 do exist

I Paramagnetism must in some way arise from field-induced changes in the ground state:

〈0 |H| 0〉 =
〈
0
∣∣H0 + 1

2
BLz + 1

8
B2(x2 + y2)

∣∣ 0〉
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Para- and diamagnetism

BH in a parallel magnetic field

I The BH molecule has closed-shell ground state of quenched angular momentum

I it has low-lying open-shell excited states of non-zero angular momentum about the axis

∣∣1∆
〉

=
∣∣1s21σ22π2

−1

〉∣∣1Π
〉

=
∣∣1s21σ22p02π−1

〉∣∣3Π
〉

=
∣∣1s21σ22p02π−1

〉∣∣1Σ
〉

=
∣∣1s21σ22p2

0

〉
I CCSD and EOM-CCSD calculations in the aug-cc-pVQZ basis on BH in parallel field

I The states do not mix, having different eigenvalues of the angular momentum operator

I the triplet becomes the ground state at about 0.04B0, being strongly stabilized in the field
I there is a (near) three-state crossing at about 0.25B0 where 2p0 and 2π−1 are degenerate

I The initial slope is determined by the orbital and spin angular momenta:〈
mL,mS

∣∣ 1
2
Lz + Sz

∣∣mL,mS

〉
= 1

2
mL +mS = 0,−3/2,−1/2,−1
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Para- and diamagnetism

BH in a non-parallel magnetic field

I In a non-parallel field, the singlet states belong to the same symmetry

|Σ〉 =
∣∣1s21σ22p2

0

〉
, |Π〉 =

∣∣1s21σ22p02π−1

〉
, |∆〉 =

∣∣1s21σ22π2
−1

〉
I The orbital Zeeman operator 1

2
LzB couples states that differ by a single excitation

I This coupling generates a three-state avoided crossing with the Π state as mediator

basis: unc-aug-cc-pVQZ
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Para- and diamagnetism

Emergence of paramagnetism in BH
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Para- and diamagnetism

Emergence of paramagnetism in BH
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Para- and diamagnetism

BH in parallel and perpendicular fields

I BH behaves very differently in parallel (left) and perpendicular (right) fields

I The closed-shell ground state becomes paramagnetic in the perpendicular orientation
I unquenching of the angular momentum by an avoided crossing

I The lowest triplet becomes the ground state in relatively weak fields
I crossing before 0.04B0 (0.08B0) in the parallel (perpendicular) field orientation

I The magnetic field orients the molecule
I preferred perpendicular (parallel) orientation in the singlet (triplet) state

I Paramagnetism is a magnetic Jahn–Teller effect
I open-shell paramagnetism: Jahn–Teller effect
I closed-shell paramagnetism: pseudo Jahn–Teller effect
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Para- and diamagnetism

Three lowest singlet states of BH
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Para- and diamagnetism

Induced currents in BH
I Induced currents in BH in a perpendicular field

I CDFT calculations with the cTPSS functional in primitive aug-cc-pV5Z basis

I Analyzing Magnetically Induced Currents in Molecular Systems Using Current-Density-Functional Theory, JCP 2020

I T. J.P.Irons, L. Spence, G. David, B. T. Speake, T. Helgaker, and A. M. Teale and Andrew M. Teale
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Para- and diamagnetism

Closed-shell paramagnetic molecules

I We have developed DFT for molecules in a magnetic field (BDFT, CDFT)
I we now have confidence in meta-GGA functionals in magnetic fields
I we are now in a position to study large molecules in magnetic fields

I calculations by Andy Teale’s group using QUEST
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Para- and diamagnetism

Level reordering in the intermediate field regime

I We have observed level reordering as we enter the intermediate regime

I complicated evolution of electronic states from interplay between dia- and paramagnetism

I Reordering of hydrogen levels from the Coulomb to the Landau regime

I left: energy levels in the three regimes with β = B/B0 (Simola and Virtamo, 1978)
I right: wavelength spectrum from 20 to 20 000 nm against β/2 (Wunner and Ruder, 1987)
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Ionization in a magnetic field

Ionization in a magnetic field

I A magnetic field stabilizes atoms and molecules towards ionization

I evGW@PBE0 ionization potentials (IPs) plotted against magnetic field strength B

He = brown
Ne = black
F = violet
O = blue
N = cyan
H = gray
C = green
B = yellow
Be = orange
Li = red

I C. Holzer, A. Teale, F. Hampe, S. Stopkowicz, T. Helgaker, W. Klopper, JCP 2019

I The ionized electron enters the lowest Landau level of angular momentum (m`,ms)

ELandau =
(
n+ 1

2
m` +ms + 1

2
|m`|+ 1

2

)
B, n = 0, 1, 2, . . . ,

I The IP for ionization from orbital of GW quasienergy εm`,ms (B) is therefore given by

IP = −Em`,ms (B) +
(
1
2
m` +ms + 1

2
|m`|+ 1

2

)
B

I increased stability almost entirely due to increased diamagnetic Landau energy
I increased diamagnetic energy of electrons in the atom gives rise to slight concavity
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Perpendicular paramagnetic bonding

Bonding in magnetic fields

I We have seen an interesting interplay of para- and diamagnetism in atoms and molecules

I we shall now see how para- and diamagnetism may affect bonding

I How will the squeezed and distorted atoms bind in a magnetic field?

I will diatomic molecules bind parallel or perpendicular to the field?
I what is the preferred orientation of the molecule in the field?

I We shall illustrate binding by considering the hydrogen molecule in its two lowest states

I the bound singlet ground state |1σ2
g |

I the unbound lowest triplet state |1σg1σ∗u |
I Lange, Tellgren, Hoffmann and Helgaker, Science 337 327 (2012)
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Perpendicular paramagnetic bonding

H2 in the lowest singlet state

I The total energy of singlet H2

∣∣1σ2
g

〉
increases diamagnetically

I The molecule shrinks, becomes more strongly bound, and aligns with the field

B Re De ∆Erot

0.00 74 pm 455 kJ/mol 0
2.25 56 pm 834 kJ/mol 239 kJ/mol
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Perpendicular paramagnetic bonding

H2 in the lowest triplet state

I The ββ triplet |1σg1σ∗u 〉 decreases paramagnetically, becoming the ground state at 0.4B0

I This molecule also shrinks, but orients itself perpendicular to the field and becomes bound

B Re De ∆Erot

0.00 ∞ 0 kJ/mol 0
2.25 92 pm 38 kJ/mol 34 kJ/mol
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Perpendicular paramagnetic bonding

Paramagnetic stabilization of antibonding orbitals

I Consider the evolution of orbitals from separate atoms to the united atom limit

H + H→ H2 → He

I 1σg transforms into helium 1s, acquiring no angular momentum
I 1σ∗u transforms into helium 2p, acquiring angular momentum

1 With the bond parallel to the field, the 1σ∗u orbital transforms into 2p0

- = ≈ = 2p0

I the 2p0 electron rotates perpendicular to the field axis and is not stabilized

2 With the bond normal to the field, the 1σ∗u transforms into 2p−1

- = ≈ = 2p-1

I the 2p−1 electron rotates about the field axis and is stabilized

I Bonding occurs as the kinetic energy is lowered by favourable rotation in the field
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Perpendicular paramagnetic bonding

Diamagnetic and paramagnetic currents

I The magnetic field sets up counter-clockwise currents in each atom
I these diamagnetic currents increase the energy

I As the two atoms come closer together, molecular currents appear
I in singlet H2, these are counter clockwise, raising the energy
I in triplet H2, these are clockwise, lowering the energy

I Induced currents in singlet (left) and triplet (right) H2 (relative to free atoms)
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Perpendicular paramagnetic bonding

Bonding in the helium dimer

I The field-free 1Σ+
g (1σ2

g 1σ∗u
2) helium dimer is bound by dispersion

I Energies aligned at dissociation illustrate emergence of paramagnetic bonding in the field
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Perpendicular paramagnetic bonding

Bonding in helium trimer

I Paramagnetic bonding occurs in the absence of electron correlation

I However, electron correlation significantly enhances bonding
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Perpendicular paramagnetic bonding

Helium flakes

I Helium forms flakes consisting of equilateral triangles in a perpendicular field

I binding energy per atom increases with cluster size
I suggestive of hexagonal 2D crystal
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I Bond creation: the clustering atoms are shielding themselves from the field in the same way that
huddling penguins are protecting themselves against the cold in the Antarctic winter.

I Tellgren, Reine, and Helgaker, PCCP 14, 9492 (2012)
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Stability of larger molecules

Stability of larger molecules
I Two observations regarding molecular stability in a magnetic field:

I states of high angular momentum are favoured
I each electronic state is stabilized individually

I benzene energy curves with 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 unpaired beta electrons
I CDFT calculations at the fixed zero-field geometry (atomic units)

I Since states of high angular momentum are often unstable, will molecules fragment?
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Stability of larger molecules

Methane molecule in a strong magnetic field
I General mechanism: covalent bonding gives way to paramagnetic bonding

I spin Zeeman is the BOND BREAKER – orbital Zeeman is the BOND MAKER

covalent bond broken bond perpendicular paramagnetic bond

I paramagnetic bonds orient themselves perpendicular to the field

I The molecule remains stable but becomes planar with increasing field strength

I M. Dimitrova, D. Sundholm, T. Saue, S. Stopkowicz, A. Teale, W. Klopper, P. Schwerdtfeger, T. Helgaker
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Confinement

Confined atoms and molecules

I Pressure confines atoms and molecules

I analogous to an applied magnetic field

I Soft confinement potential VN (r) =
(
r
r0

)N
I hard confinement approached with large N

I Atoms and molecules in soft confinement potentials, Mol. Phys. 2020
I L. F. Pasteka, T. Helgaker T. Saue, D. Sundholm, H.-J. Werner, M. Hasanbulli, J. Major, and P. Schwerdtfeger
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Confinement

Strong magnetic field and high pressure

I Strong fields and high pressure favour high-angular momentum states

〈r〉n` =
3n2 − `(`+ `)

2Z

I Na atom in a magnetic field (left) and K atom in a confinement potential (right)

I field and confinement reverse the orbital ordering form s < p < d to d < p < s
I transition from 2S to 2D ground state with increasing field/confinement
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DFT in magnetic fields

DFT in magnetic fields

I Magnetic perturbations are driven by changes in the kinetic energy

I In Kohn–Sham DFT, we model the noninteracting kinetic energy exactly

I we therefore expect DFT to do well for magnetic properties
I however, we are dependent on a good representation of the zero-field density

I Magnetic-field DFT (BDFT) (Grayce & Harrison 1994)

E(u,A) = inf
ρ

(
F(ρ,A) + (u|ρ)

)
F(ρ,A) = sup

u

(
E(u,A)− (u|ρ)

)
I Current DFT (CDFT) (Vignale & Rasolt 1987)

E(u,A) = inf
ρ,κ

(
F (ρ,κ) + (u|ρ) + (A|κ)

)
F (ρ,κ) = sup

u,A

(
E(u,A)− (u|ρ)− (A|κ)

)
�(�� �)

ℱ (ρ� �) ℰ(�� κ)

�(ρ� κ)

�

κ

�

ρ

I Observations regarding exchange–correlation functional:

I the Vignale–Rasolt–Geldart (VRG) correction is not useful
I the meta-GGA is the first satisfactory rung of DFT
I the local kinetic energy demands a field or current dependence

I ‘Kohn–Sham decomposition for molecules in a magnetic field’, S. Reimann et al. (2018)
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DFT in magnetic fields

Kohn–Sham decomposition of H2O in a magnetic field
I Changes in the CCSD and cTPSS Kohn–Sham energy components with field strength

0.01 0.02 0.03

-0.003

0.003 H2O CCSD

Etotal Ts v J Exc

0.01 0.02 0.03

-0.003

0.003

H2O cTPSS

Etotal Ts v J Exc

I Water is diamagnetic, with an overall quadratic energy increase in the field

I the changes are driven by the increasing kinetic energy Ts(ρ,B)
I a resulting compression of the density increases J(ρ) and decreases (v|ρ)
I the exchange–correlation energy decreases slightly

I cTPSS performs well but overestimates the overall energy variation
I the quality of the density is important for a correct diamagnetic behaviour
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DFT in magnetic fields

Kohn–Sham decomposition of BH in a magnetic field

I Changes in the CCSD and cTPSS Kohn–Sham energy components with field strength
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I BH is paramagnetic, with an overall quadratic energy decrease in the field

I the changes are driven by the decreasing kinetic energy Ts(ρ,B)
I a resulting decompression of the density decreases J(ρ) and increases (v|ρ)
I the exchange–correlation energy increases strongly in the field (mostly exchange)

I cTPSS performs well but error cancellation between exchange and correlation
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DFT in magnetic fields

Symmetric in-plane dissociation of He7 flake

I Planar He7 flake in perpendicular fields from 0 to 1B0

I interatomic distance plotted against the field strength
I calculations with QUEST in u-aug-cc-pVTZ basis

I We have paramagnetic bonding – dispersion unimportant

I good agreement between MP2 and DFT/cTPSS
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DFT in magnetic fields

Interlayer dissociation of He17 cluster
I hcp-like He17 cluster in perpendicular fields from 0 to 1B0

I interlayer distance plotted against the field strength
I calculations with QUEST in u-aug-cc-pVTZ basis

I We have weak dispersion only – no paramagnetic bonding

I good agreement between MP2 and DFT/cTPSS-D3
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Born–Oppenheimer and relativity

Born–Oppenheimer approximation and relativity

I Born–Oppenheimer approximation:

I for dynamics diagonal nonadiabatic coupling matrix elements Λmm(B) are needed

[Tnuc(B) + Eel(k;R)]χm(R) = (E + Λmm(B))χm(R)

I magnetic field experienced by the nuclei screened by electronic motion
I see work by Cederbaum and Schmelcher

I we have performed non-Born–Oppenheimer calculations on HD
I Adamowicz, Tellgren, and Helgaker, CPL 639, 295 (2015)
I Adamowicz, Stanke, Tellgren, and Helgaker, CPL 682, 87 (2017)
I Adamowicz, Stanke, Tellgren, and Helgaker, JCP149, 244112 (2018)

I Relativity:

I important only for extreme magnetic fields

B ≈ α−2B0 ≈ 104B0

I relativistic effects arise also in weak fields – important for molecular properties
I magnetic multipole interactions requires Gaunt orbit–orbit interaction:

WC =
1

2

∑
i6=j

1

rij
, WG = −1

2
α2
∑
i 6=j

πi · πj
rij

+
π

2
α2
∑
i 6=j

δ(rij)
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Astrophysical relevance

Relevance of high-field studies

I P. Schmelcher, Science 337, 302 (2013)
Molecule formation in ultrahigh magnetic fields

It might seem that this world is hidden from us by the requirement of enormous laboratory field
strengths. However, available field strengths are progressively increasing, in particular for pulsed
magnetic fields in the milli- or microsecond regime that are already achieving fields of hundreds of
teslas. Besides this, standard laboratory magnetic fields of a few teslas are sufficient to introduce
novel magnetic properties into highly excited Rydberg states, for which the weakened Coulomb
force is comparable to the paramagnetic or diamagnetic forces, or both. In this respect, the very
weakly bound Rydberg molecules with a huge bond length and a large electric dipole moment [...]
are of particular interest and might be an ideal system to probe strong magnetic field effects in the
laboratory.

20 JULY 2012    VOL 337    SCIENCE    www.sciencemag.org 302

PERSPECTIVES

        S
trong electric and magnetic fi elds tend 
to have opposite effects on the forma-
tion and structure of molecules. Strong 

electric fields always tend to separate the 
oppositely charged particles (electrons and 
nuclei), which causes molecules to ionize 
and dissociate. However, for strong homoge-
neous and static magnetic fi elds, binding can 
be strengthened. For hydrogen, the simplest 
atom, a certain class of its quantum states, 
including the ground state, becomes increas-
ingly bound with increasing magnetic fi eld 
strength ( 1– 3). The electronic cloud shrinks 
transverse to the magnetic fi eld, and because 
of the immediate proximity of the attrac-
tive nucleus, the overall energy decreases. 
This feature transfers to diatomic and linear-
chain molecules, where the chemical bind-
ing energy increases and the corresponding 
bond distances decrease. The fi eld strengths 
needed are far beyond the strongest avail-
able in the laboratory (30 to 40 T) but can be 
encountered in the atmospheres of magnetic 
white dwarfs (102 to 105 T) and neutron stars 
(>107 T). On page 327 of this issue, Lange et 

al. ( 4) show that, in addition to this diamag-

netic enhanced binding, there exists an ele-
mentary paramagnetic bonding mechanism 
that occurs for the perpendicular orientation 
of a diatomic molecule with respect to the 
external magnetic fi eld.

Strong magnetic fi elds cause novel effects 
in molecular structures and dynamics mainly 
because of the pronounced anisotropic char-
acter of the magnetic forces. Accounting 
for these effects requires the development 
of innovative computational approaches for 
their theoretical description ( 5,  6). In the 
absence of electric and magnetic fields (a 
fi eld-free space), the binding of the nuclei via 
the electrons depends only on the internuclear 
distance. In a magnetic fi eld, however, the ori-
entation of the internuclear axis of a diatomic 

molecule with respect to the external fi eld 
plays a crucial role, and the electronic binding 
energy becomes a two-dimensional potential 
energy surface (see the fi gure).

For a diatomic or linear molecule, the 
lowest-energy confi guration is typically that 
of the molecular axis parallel to the magnetic 
fi eld. The corresponding angular motion of 
the molecular axis changes from free rota-
tion in zero fi eld to a hindered rotation and 
finally pure vibrational motion in strong 
fi elds. This response is found by Lange et al. 
for the ground state of 1Σg symmetry of H2. 
With increasing fi eld strength, the spin-triplet 
states (unpaired spins) decrease their energy 
gap to the spin-singlet states through the cor-
responding Zeeman shift. Finally, above a 
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cell redox state is emerging as a factor reg-
ulating the plant stem cell niche, similar to 
what has been described in animals ( 7).

Although the determinants of the germ 
line in maize, including mac1 and msca1, 
are still being characterized, more is known 
in Arabidopsis where a similar signaling 
module allows adjacent cell layers to com-
municate and maintain the stem cell niche 
( 8– 11). The fi ndings of Kelliher and Walbot 
show that maize employs a conserved mech-
anism, which is not surprising. More unex-
pected is the striking resemblance to the sig-
naling module that maintains the plant shoot 
meristem in which a secreted peptide binds 
to receptors in adjacent cell layers ( 12). The 
protective leaves that usually cover vegeta-
tive meristems may promote a hypoxic envi-
ronment near the meristem. If this is true, 
then manipulation of redox state could have 

a similar effect on the vegetative meristem. 
Further studies on the role of redox homeo-
stasis in vegetative meristem development 
may provide answers.

Perhaps the most intriguing implication 
of the study by Kelliher and Walbot is that a 
naturally arising redox gradient can serve as 
a developmental signal. It remains to be seen 
if a similar mechanism is at work in plants 
such as Arabidopsis that develop their fl ow-
ers outside of enclosing leaves. Indeed, maize 
and other grasses are not typical of most land 
plants whose developing reproductive struc-
tures are much more exposed, potentially 
making it diffi cult to maintain the proposed 
redox gradient. Maybe future germline cells 
modulate their own redox state, as has been 
described in root meristem differentiation 
( 6). If redox state is directly regulated by the 
cell, a patterning mechanism is still required 

to distinguish the cells that will initiate this 
regulation. Does msca1 respond to a naturally 
arising redox gradient, or does it directly par-
ticipate in lowering the redox state? Distin-
guishing nature from nurture may not be so 
easy after all. 
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Stronger against the fi eld. A schematic illustration of (A) a rotating diatomic molecule in fi eld-free space and 
(B) the parallel and orthogonal confi guration of the molecule in the presence of a high magnetic fi eld. Lange 
et al. show that the bond strength increases for the perpendicular case through paramagnetic interactions.
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Astrophysical relevance

Do molecules exist in stars?
I Are stars too hot for molecules to exist?

I most white dwarf atmospheres are hotter (8000–40000 K) than the sun’s photosphere (6000 K)
I but there is also an enormous pressure...

I Roald Hoffmann in Letters to Editors, American Scientist 101, 403 (2013)

I was mistaken in implying that the surfaces of stars are too hot for molecules to exist. For
instance, evidence for H2O on the Sun was adduced by L. Wallace and others in a study published
in Science in 1995. Evidence for H2 in white dwarf atmospheres was demonstrated by S. Xu, M.
Jura, D. Koster, B. Klein, and B. Zuckerman in a 2013 publication in Astrophysical Journal Letters.
And molecules are found in abundance in stellar ejecta.

I S. Xu et al., Astrophys. J. Lett. 766, L18 (2013)
Discovery of molecular hydrogen in white dwarf
atmospheres

With the Cosmic Origins Spectrograph on
board the Hubble Space Telescope, we have de-
tected molecular hydrogen in the atmospheres of
three white dwarfs with effective temperatures
below 14,000 K, G29-38, GD 133, and GD 31.
This discovery provides new independent con-
straints on the stellar temperature and surface
gravity of white dwarfs.
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Astrophysical relevance

White dwarf stars

I White dwarfs are evolutionary end point of stars not heavy enough to become neutron stars

I 97% of all stars become white dwarfs
I comparable to Earth in size and to Sun in mass
I core of C and O supported by electron degeneracy pressure
I atmosphere of atomic hydrogen and helium
I 25% have heavier elements such as C, Si, P, and S
I these are continuously fed from planetary debris

I The B1Σ+
u ← X1Σ+

g transitions in the UV spectrum of the white dwarf G29–38
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Astrophysical relevance

Magnetic white dwarf stars

I Many white-dwarf stars have a magnetic field of about one atomic unit

I about 10% are magnetic with field strength 102–105 T

I Spectra of the hydrogen atom from a magnetized white dwarf PG 1015+014

I brightest strongly magnetic white dwarf star, rotates every 100 minutes, field strength 0.1B0
I high-resolution UV spectra do not exist but are needed for molecular detection
I field strength determined by comparing observed and predicted atomic lines in the visible spectrum
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Quantum dots and Rydberg states

Quantum dots
I At field strength B0, the magnetic cyclotron energy of the electron is one hartree

I it then matches energy level splittings in atoms and molecules
I quantum dots and high Rydberg states, splittings are matched already in the laboratory

I Si:P as a laboratory analogue for hydrogen on high magnetic field white dwarf stars

I B. N. Murdin et al., Nat. Commun. 4, 1469 (2013)

Here we demonstrate Lyman series spectra for phosphorus impurities in silicon up to the equivalent
field, which is scaled to 32.8 T by the effective mass and dielectric constant. The spectra reproduce
the high-field theory for free hydrogen, with quadratic Zeeman splitting and strong mixing of spher-
ical harmonics. They show the way for experiments on He and H2 analogues, and for investigation
of He2, a bound molecule predicted under extreme conditions.

I Magnetic-Field Manipulation of Chemical Bonding in Artificial Molecules

I C. Yannouleas and U. Landman, Int. J. Quantum Chem. 90, 699 (2002)

The effect of orbital magnetism on the chemical bonding of lateral, two-dimensional artificial
molecules is studied in the case of a 2e double quantum dot (artificial molecular hydrogen). It
is found that a perpendicular magnetic field reduces the coupling (tunneling) between the individ-
ual dots and, for sufficiently high values, it leads to complete dissociation of the artificial molecule.
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Conclusions

Conclusions

I Closed-shell paramagnetism
I the field couples the ground state to a low-lying paramagnetic doubly excited state
I the ground states takes on the paramagnetic character of the excited state

I Paramagnetic bonding
I antibonding orbitals are stabilized in a magnetic field

I Ionization potentials
I atoms are stabilized towards ionization by an increased Landau energy
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Conclusions
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